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CUTSCENES. IG-ANIMS etc LIST PARIS

IGANIM-CUTSCENES _ TOTAL   

ZONE 1: PARIS BACKSTREETS

POINT 1.1
FMV 

POINT 1.3: 
FMV 

Point 1.6 HIGH PRIORITY
IG-ANIM Policeman checks door to the courtyard. Opens door. 

Lara sets Cutscene off near dustbin, giving player clue where to hide. 
Anims list - Cop: open door, walk, search.

Point 1.6a HIGH PRIORITY
IG-ANIM Cut to bin view, as cop leaves courtyard, leaving door open.

Anims list - Cop: walk, search.

Point 1.16 HIGH PRIORITY
IG-ANIM Lara nears the apartment building. Night vision effect (Green 

screen) view from helicopter. Lara runs and kicks door open.
Enters door, it closes behind her. 
Anims list – Lara: Run, Kick Door, Walk

Cop: Run.

Point 1.19 LOW PRIORITY
IG-ANIM Helicopter view of Lara on the Roof

Green effect of night vision camera
Anims list – Lara: Run, look around.

POINT 1.22: (APPROX TIMING =  40secs)
CUTSCENE – A desperate leap across a gap grabbing at guttering on other 
side. It begins to give way. Lara hangs onto a collapsing drainpipe which falls 
into alley below. She crashes noisily into trash bins and bags. Lara recovers 
and checks the fax page with an address on it -  Mme Carvier’s address. CUT
TO - Lara entering a much more salubrious quarter of Paris. She turns up 
outside Carvier’s apartment. Gets let in. CUT TO - Lara arriving at the front 
door of the apartment. Carvier opens the door and lets her in. Initial part of 
conversation between Lara and Carvier takes place. 
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SEE DIALOGUE: TOM-CARV-CUTSC

IG CONV – in game conversation with CARVIER. Possible two path split: 
Lara is given Von Croy’s notebook or has to steal it.

Point 1.27 HIGH PRIORITY
IG-ANIM Lara jumps from window, and enters alleyway. Overlooks 

railway. Fade out.
Anims list – Lara: Climb through window, run, walk, climb block, 
get up from duck.

ZONE 2: PARISIAN GHETTO

Point 2.1 HIGH PRIORITY
IG-ANIM Fade up inside carriage. Wakes up, takes notebook out of 

backpack –cut to inventory.Fade up inside carriage. Wakes up, 
takes notebook out of backpack –cut to inventory.
Anims list – Lara: Wake Up,Object from backpack.

POINT 2.4:
CONV – talk to TRAMP (Rigsby) in railway siding. Tramp tells Lara about the 
café.

POINT 2.6:
CONV – talk to DEALER. Dealer tells Lara that Bouchard runs a club Le 
Serpent Rouge.

POINT 2.6a:  DONE
IG_ANIM – Kurtis walks out of an alleyway, climbs onto a huge 
Harley and roars off.

POINT 2.7:
IG-CONV – talk to JANICE (Lili Savage) on the streets. She can put Lara onto
the café owner Pierre or onto the old Geezer ex-janitor, both of whom know 
how Lara can find Bouchard’s new hideout. Janice mentions Carvier’s murder.

POINT 2.8:
CONV – PAWNBROKER Daniel Rennes #1. If Lara enters with nothing to 
sell. She checks out the pawnbroker’s willingness to deal discretely.

POINT 2.9:
IG-CONV – PAWNBROKER #2. Lara returns with a single item to pawn. 

POINT 2.10:
IG-CONV - PAWNBROKER #3. Optional - Lara returns with another single 
item to pawn.

POINT 2.11:
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IG-CONV - PAWNBROKER #4. Lara returns with several items to pawn. At 
the end of this exchange she may produce the BOX.

POINT 2.12:
IG-CONV - PAWNBROKER #5. Lara whips out her BOX.  She is told it is too 
hot to pawn. [In the last visit of all, after Lara has been to Bouchard, she finds 
the pawnbroker dead but this will all be ingame.]

POINT 2.14:
CONV – NEWS KIOSK. Lara can ask the vendor questions. Buys a 
newspaper with Prof Carvier’s death reported.

POINT 2.15:
CONV – THE HERBALIST’S.

POINT 2-17:
CONV – first conversations with CAFÉ OWNER #1 Pierre before having met 
Janice. She gets the brush off. If Lara returns to the café later, still without 
having met the girl with the heart of gold, Pierre’s response will be very 
abrupt/rude.

POINT 2-17a:  (IN GAME – NOT REQUIRED)
IG-ANIM – try to talk to KURTIS in café. Brief one liner responses. DONE

POINT 2.18:
IG-CONV – meet EX JANITOR. Get sob story about the stash at the old club, 
Le Serpent Rouge, being his. Lara might agree to retrieve it for him – or just 
keep it for herself.

POINT 2.17b:
IG-CONV – main visit to CAFÉ OWNER #2 after meeting Janice. Lara asks 
about Bouchard. Lara agrees to go retrieve his stash at the old club Le 
Serpent Rouge in exchange for information. 

Point 2.27 HIGH PRIORITY
IG_ANIM In the club, Lara hangs from the lighting rig, her hand slips and 

she looses her gun as it falls to the floor. 
Anims list – Lara: Slip and drop gun.

POINT 2.27a: - NOT REQUIRED
IG-ANIM - very brief cutscene at the old club, Le Serpent Rouge where Lara 
recovers the Box, opens it and  a golden glow lights up her face. This can also
happen to three other characters in different situations:

POINT 2.29a: NOT REQUIRED
IG-ANIM - if the café owner gets the Box he opens it in the café and a golden 
glow lights up his face.
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Café owner: Open Box

POINT 2.33a: NOT REQUIRED
IG-ANIM - if the Janitor gets the Box he opens it in the park and a golden glow
lights up his face.
Janitor: Open Box

POINT 2.52a: NOT REQUIRED
IG-ANIM - if the Doorman gets the Box at the side of the church he opens it 
and a golden glow lights up his face.
Doorman: Open Box

POINT 2.20:
AUDIO-PROMPT – Le Serpent Rouge, On trying to open the trapdoor in the 
garage access to the Club - “I don’t think I’m strong enough.”

POINT 2.20a:  NOT REQUIRED – CAN USE SOUND EFFECTS. ALARM 
AND COP SOUNDS. IN GAME
IG-ANIM – in Le Serpent Rouge club. Upstairs from Lara police are legging it 
towards the cellar door. Just sees shapes moving towards the door. 
Cops: Run

POINT 2.29:
CONV - Lara returns to the CAFÉ OWNER #3 with the Box. She hears that a 
stranger (Kurtis) was asking questions. Conversation can go two ways; a) she
hands over the Box and gets the Francine contact to Bouchard’s club. The 
address goes into the notebook. Lara exits to find Francine.

POINT 2.29a:
…or b) she keeps the Box and pisses the café owner off. [ NB if Lara keeps 
the Box the Pawnbroker won’t handle it and it can be used as part of the bribe
for the doorman at Bouchard’s hideout.]

POINT 2.34: - 2.35:
CONV - Lara goes into the CHURCH/GYM. She bets the GYM TRAINER his 
gold watch she can take out one of the heavies with one punch. (IN GAME )

POINT 2.36:  INGAME PUNCH SCENE – PROGRAMMERS TO CONFIRM!
IG-CONV - If Lara decks the guy,The trainer hands over he hands over his 
gold watch If not he says tough luck or summat, I dunno... 

POINT 2.52:
CONV - BOUNCER BODYGUARD AT THE CHURCHYARD GATE – guard is
never at the gate until Lara has a password or the box or money from some 
pawned items to bribe him with.
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POINT 2.30:  IN GAME
This can maybe be simplified into gameplay ie. Lara gets key, 
opens door etc. and gets out through window, with a small IG 
ANIM showing lara climbing though window onto ledge.

IG-ANIM - FRANCINE’S APARTMENT. - INGAME:
Lara walks up to a door and rings. The door buzzes open. She enters and 
Francine gestures towards the back window and tells her how to reach 
Bouchard’s in the church. Lara goes through the window and Francine shuts 
behind her.
Lara: Walk, Ring doorbell, Climb through window, Lara sidesteps.
Francine: Gesture Anims.

POINT 2.30b: NOT REQUIRED Low Priority, so it goes…
IG-ANIM - [possible] - flurries of birds throw Lara off balance as she 
negotiates the outside ledges of Francine’s building. It’s an oldish building 
with crumbly bits and slippery mould patches and stuff. 
Lara: Balance
Birds: Takeoff, fly
 
POINT 2.31a: NOT REQUIRED In game sound effects
IG-ANIM - [In game Lara has climbed over the spiky topped walls of the 
graveyard.]  Doberman pinschers come bulleting out of the darkness from 
between gravestones. [Lara deals with ‘em in game.]
Dobermans: Run

POINT 2.32: NOT REQUIRED – CAN BE IN GAME
IG-ANIM - BREAKING INTO THE CHURCH. After dealing with Doberman 
pinschers Lara ends up near a mausoleum and notices a gap in the edge of 
the heavy lid. She tries to shift it but it won’t budge. [In game she has to figure
how to topple a huge headstone onto the top of the mausoleum and crack it 
open. She can then jump down into the crypt.]

POINT 2.38a:NOT REQUIRED – CAN BE IN GAME
IG-ANIM - In the crypt space beneath the mausoleum there are steps leading 
down to what looks like a door. She slides and skids head first into heaped up
dusty bones and grim grave stuff. Rats come streaming out of holes to nip 
her. She whaps ‘em with whatever comes to hand. When things settle down 
she heads for the ancient crusty looking door. It is surprisingly well oiled and 
opens easily.

Lara: slide forward, stop, Walk

POINT 2.39: NOT REQUIRED – CAN BE IN GAME
IG-ANIM - AT BOUCHARD’S Lara steps into the room and moves closer to a 
figure on the bed to have a closer look. The figure has weird stuff erupting all 
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over his body. He stirs. Mr Melty opens and eye, sees her and starts to 
scream.  LOW
Lara: walk, 
Melted guy: in bed anim 

POINT 2.41: NOT REQUIRED 
IG-ANIM - BOUCHARD #2. If Lara WINS the in game tussle with the heavy a 
second heavy, the doorman, suave and armed, turns up. He covers Lara with 
his handpiece, sneers dismissively at the boxer and ushers Lara along a 
corridor at gunpoint and into Bouchard’s inner sanctum. It is a small office 
space not much more than a bolt hole with boxes stacked up against the 
walls. Bouchard is sat behind a desk. SEE DIALOGUE.
Doorman:, walk, pullgun,  
Lara: Walk

POINT 2.41a: NOT REQUIRED 
IG-ANIM - BOUCHARD #3. If Lara LOSES the in game tussle with the heavy 
the armed doorman turns up. He drags her to her feet and ushers her into 
Bouchard’s inner sanctum at gunpoint. Bouchard is revealed sat behind a 
desk. SEE DIALOGUE FIRST PART OF TOM-BOUCHARD.
Lara: Walk
Doorman:Walk, Point gun

POINT 2.43:  
IG-CONV – BOUCHARD #4. Bouchard and Lara have an exchange that can 
end with Lara being SUCCESSFUL or UNSUCCESSFUL. 

POINT 2.43a: NOT REQUIRED  In Game cut to Outside Club
IG-ANIM - BOUCHARD #4a. Bouchard has his men guide Lara out of his 
office and to the door. CUT TO - Lara walking out of the church back entrance
and out of the side gate where the doorman had originally been standing 
guard. The door slams behind her. She heads off to the Pawnbroker’s.

Point 2.42 HIGH PRIORITY
IG_ANIM Bouchard Shoots Lara.

Anims list – Lara: Stance, death

Point 2.44 LOW PRIORITY  Needs changing!!
IG_ANIM Eckhardt leaves before Lara arrives. Hands dropping 

Passports?

Point 2.45a: IN GAME PICKUP -  Next to Renne
IG-ANIM - Lara searches Rennes body and finds a code on a piece of 

paper. 
Lara: Crouch, Rennes body, crouch, pickup

POINT 2.46:  NOT REQUIRED  Already covered in Attitude Cutscene..
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IG-ANIM – Exterior, grim streets of Paris, cold wet dusk light. From across the
street in a recessed doorway a figure stands in shadow watching the shop.  
[It’s Kurtis.] CUT TO – view from behind the figure silhouetted against the 
distant Pawnbroker’s across the street. He suddenly steps out into the street 
and heads out of shot. CUT TO – a long shot of the figure moving towards the
river Seine glimpsed between buildings in the distance. 
Kurtis: Walk

POINT 2.47: INGAME
Make totally in game – Add extra room into Matts area.  Room with objects 
and a large bomb.

POINT 2.51: (APPROX TIMING =  45 secs)
CUTSCENE - [IN GAME Lara has run down the escape tunnel from Rennes’ 
followed by a billowing ball of flame. She wears her original denims and has 
the new backpack from the pawnbrokers.] 
We see an exterior view overlooking the Seine with a barge passing by. From 
a pipe overlooking the river comes a belch of flame and, just ahead of the 
fireball – Lara!  She clears the end of the pipe and drops onto the barge. 
CUT TO – our shady figure stood somewhere on the bank watching Lara’s 
explosive exit. 
CUT TO - view from his POV of the scene and the barge.
CUT BACK TO - long shot of the shady figure as he steps back into shadow.
CUT TO – INSERT SCENE - CABAL MEETING (see below) 
CUT TO - view of the barge passing downriver from the river bank. Something
drops off the barge into the river. 
CUT TO – view from inside a large overflow pipe looking out towards the river.
The barge is moving out of shot. Lara climbs up into view in silhouette and 
stands up surveying her surroundings. She pauses then drops out of sight 
inside the pipe system.

POINT 2.51a: (APPROX TIMING =  60 secs)
CUTSCENE – CABAL MEETING. Player privileged view: five silhouetted 
shapes round a table presided over by the figure we saw leaving the 
pawnbroker’s [Eckhardt, but we don’t know that yet]. He addresses the group 
as the CABAL. They have three of the Obscura Paintings already and thanks 
to Von Croy they know the fourth one is here in Paris. He points to a large 
screen showing the fourth painting. He tells them the fifth has been tracked 
down to Prague. They can proceed with extracting what they need from The 
Sleeper, in Prague. He dispatches Gunderson, his action deputy, to go and 
collect the fourth Painting. Gunderson leaves.
SEE DIALOGUE: TOM-ECK-MEETING

POINT 3-8:
AUDIO-PROMPT - Beyond the overflow chamber lies a large room that has a 
reservoir in it, the reservoir fills the entire bottom half of the room, on entering 
this room Lara will say “I can smell oil, I’d better be careful”.

POINT 3.10:
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AUDIO-PROMPT – LOUVRE STORM DRAINS. Inside the storm drains Lara 
gets to a pipes room where she has to choose which pipes to blow. The 
player gets a prompt in Lara’s voice.

POINT 4.15:  LOW PRIORITY
IG-ANIM– [inside the Louvre. If Lara gets cornered by security gates 
slamming shut and caught she will be taken to a holding room.] BLACK 
SCREEN - a door gets flung open and Lara gets thrown into the room.The 
door slams shut. Black screen.

POINT 4.21:
AUDIO-PROMPT – Inside the holding room. The player gets a voice prompt 
after 3 mins if the way to get out of the holding room isn’t clear.

POINT 5.5a: Cut Cam
POINT 5.5a:Original
IG-ANIM - CU of the brass puzzle lock in the Second Buttress wall clicking 
open after Lara has collected the right symbols with the geothermal 
equipment and lined up the right symbols on the lock. [not designed yet.]

Lara: Complete puzzle anim

POINT 5.9: Cut cam
POINT 5.9:Original
IG-ANIM - shot of the massive steam engine/furnace powering up after Lara 
has arranged all the elements from the four calendar chambers. [not designed
yet.]

Point 5.16 LOW PRIORITY
IG_ANIM Final Obscura Chamber. Lara reads out Latin inscription, 

translating it as she reads.
Anims List – Lara: Reach from back pack, walk.

POINT 6.2: (APPROX TIMING =  20secs)
CUTSCENE – Exterior of Louvre roof. A silhouetted figure drops a gas 
canister into a vent. Inside the Louvre a guard collapses in one of the galleries
and we see gas coming out of a vent. Cabal soldiers drop from the ceiling on 
ropes. 
CUT TO: Gunderson, Cabal dude, is inside the Louvre surrounded by an 
Agency/Cabal hit squad in SAS style gas masks. He is watching a playback of
Lara running around the Louvre on a laptop. He patches in to the Louvre 
security system and signals the heavies to move into the corridors. “You have 
your targets. Move out!” SEE DIALOGUE: TOM-GUNDERSON (one line)
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POINT 6.9:
AUDIO-PROMPT – in the X-Ray room the player will get a voice prompt for 
Lara to discover the hidden symbol in the painting.

POINT 6.16: (APPROX TIMING =  25 secs)
CUTSCENE – (meeting between Lara and Kurtis in gallery corridors.) Lara is 
about to turn and run when an object whizzes past her ear and sticks in the 
wall – some kind of bladed weapon. We see a shadowed figure emerge from 
shadows behind Lara and an automatic gets jammed under her chin. Hands 
remove her guns. Then the Painting is taken from the backpack. Lara turns to 
see the guy from the café. Still keeping the gun on Lara the figure glides back 
into the shadows. No dialogue. The scene is interrupted by Gunderson and 
goons crashing into view and blasting away at them. Kurtis legs it followed by 
the Blade weapon ripping itself out of the wall and zipping after him. Lara bolts
for it too, following Kurtis.

CUTSCENE – POINT 6.21: (APPROX TIMING =  2 min 5 secs)
On the far side of the galleries, still pursued by Gunderson’s gun toting 
heavies, Kurtis operates his MIND POWERS and a gate crashes open. He 
cuts the supports on a massive gong with the Blade. It rolls sideways and 
starts to block the exit . Lara rolls under it but the gong crushes one of the 
pursuing Cabal dudes. Lara runs after Kurtis who jumps to a lower level of the
Louvre and escapes outside.

Lara skids round a corner and sees Kurtis out cold on the floor. She bends 
over to check on him. She gets knocked out too. From Lara’s blurry POV we 
see the figure in guard’s uniform stride off with the painting. As he walks the 
guard shimmers and changes into the more distinctive of Bouchard’s thugs 
we have seen earlier, the armed doorman. Lara blacks out. BLACK SCREEN.

Lara comes to to find Bouchard slapping her awake. No sign of Kurtis. Lara 
spots a crystal Shard on the ground where the stranger/Kurtis was lying. 
Bouchard helps her up. She pockets the Shard without him seeing. They run 
for the car. Did he see anyone else when he arrived? No. She tells him she 
has to get to Von Croy’s apartment. He offers to drive her there. They run to 
his car parked nearby. 
CUT TO - Inside the car. Bouchard explains he was monitoring the 
police/security shortwaves and thought she might be in trouble. He came to 
check she was OK. He tells Lara about a police report of another Monstrum 
killing, this time in Prague. 

CUT TO – Bouchard’s car draws up outside Von Croy’s apartment. He waits 
in his car as Lara enters the building. As soon as Lara is out of sight Bouchard
makes a mobile call (to the Cabal). He says ‘We have what we came for. 
Send in the cleaner.’ SEE DIALOGUE: TOM-BOUCH-LOUVRE

POINT 7.6: (APPROX TIMING =  DONE)
FMV – we see the opening FMV (point 1.1) with Lara walking into the room, 
picking up the smashed photo and looking in the mirror (without the shot of 
the Jackal’s head walking stick or the flowing metal logo stuff).
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[Then switch to IN GAME inside Von Croy’s apartment. When Lara finds the 
Jackal’s head stick - the Obscura Engravings are inside the hollow stick. 
Seeing the SYMBOL on the manuscript triggers an extra FMV that fills in 
details of what went on in the room in the opening FMV.] 

FMV – FLASHBACK - (APPROX TIMING = edited from FULL 
FLASHBACK FMV  Gp-15.14a in PRAGUE)
We see Von Croy off his head shouting and waving a gun about. There are 
gunshots. Von Croy is clicking on an empty gun. In the confusion WE SEE 
THE GUN GO SPINNING OFF UNDER A HEAVY PIECE OF FURNITURE IN
THE SHADOWS. Von Croy makes a lurch towards his desk but doesn’t make 
it. Then a face, fierce and menacing! Things swirl and judder, bleached out by
cinematic flashburns. Someone else was there in the apartment stood behind 
Lara. At this point Lara is knocked unconscious. 
NB In the Flashback Lara is dressed in her denims from the beginning of the 
game.

[The face in the apartment was the guy seen leaving the Pawnbroker’s. Lara 
doesn’t yet know that it’s Eckhardt!]

IN-GAME - she is jolted out of the flashback by sounds from downstairs. 

POINT 7.7b:
IG-ANIM - Inside the front door to the apartments. The Assassin draws his 
handgun(s). He looks meaningfully up the stairs.
Assasin anim DONE - PHIL

POINT 7.18a: (APPROX TIMING = 30secs)
CUTSCENE  – [In game the Assassin has been killed and landed at the 
bottom of the stairs. Lara is stood at the top of the stairs. The Assassin’s 
mobile is ringing. She goes down and picks his gun up.] She searches the 
body and takes his car keys and mobile. Bouchard’s voice asks ‘Is she taken 
care of yet? We’ve got to get back to Prague.’ Lara growls that she’s going to 
take care of him and stomps on the mobile. In her other hand she has a 
business card and the Assassin’s car keys. She presses a button on the keys.
CUT TO the car out in the yard. It’s lights flash. 
CUT TO the Assassin’s bomb across the back door. It’s  deactivation light 
flashes. CUT BACK TO Lara looking at the business card. It is Mathias 
Vasiley’s premises in Prague. Lara says “It’s time I visited Prague.”

SEE DIALOGUE: TOM-BOUCH-LOUVRE, THE LAST BOX LABELLED 
‘GP-7.18a’
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